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ABSTRACT
DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND A PILOT STUDY OF MOBILE
FRAMEWORK FOR PEDESTRIAN SAFETY USING SMARTPHONE SENSORS
AAWESH MAN SHRESTHA
2018
Pedestrian distraction from smartphones is a serious social problem that caused
an ever increasing number of fatalities especially as virtual reality (VR) games have
gained popularity recently. In this thesis, we present the design, implementation, and a
pilot study of WiPedCross, a WiFi direct-based pedestrian safety system that senses
and evaluates a risk, and alerts accordingly the user to prevent traffic accidents. In
order to develop a non-intrusive, accurate, and energy-efficient pedestrian safety
system, a number of technical challenges are addressed: to enhance the positioning
accuracy of the user for precise risk assessment, a map-matching algorithm based on a
Hidden Markov Model is designed; to minimize energy consumption, an adaptive
scheme is developed that dynamically activates the GPS module of a phone according
to pedestrian walking speed and the locations of nearby crosswalks; to suppress false
alarms, a novel algorithm is developed to accurately identify the user-phone-viewing
activity so that collision probability assessment is triggered only when the pedestrian is
walking while viewing his or her phone. The prototype of the proposed framework is
implemented on an Android platform for a pilot study to evaluate feasibility, reliability,
and validity of WiPedCross. Extensive experiments are performed in a parking lot and
xi
the results demonstrate that WiPedCross assesses the collision probability efectively
and provides warning to the user in a timely manner. The system modules of the





The number of accidents concerning distracted pedestrians have increased
substantially, especially due to recent release of Virtual Reality (VR) games such as
Pokemon Go [3]. A study has shown that about one third of the pedestrians use mobile
phones while crossing streets [2]. In fact, in 2015, 5,376 pedestrians were killed which
accounts for an increase of 9.5% compared with pedestrian fatalities in 2014, and it was
the highest number of fatalities since 1996 [5]. The statistics indicate that every 1.6
hours a pedestrian was killed, and was injured every 1.6 minutes. There is a pressing
need for development of new technology to address this significant societal issue.
1.2 Limitations of Prior Art
With recent advances in mobile computing technologies for
transportation [34][33][27][37], various approaches have been proposed to improve
pedestrian safety. Image-based solutions utilize phone cameras and image processing
techniques to detect vehicles posing danger to pedestrians [30]. However, these
solutions raise the privacy issue and consume too much energy for running image
processing algorithms. Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC)-based
solutions use the 802.11p standard to enable communication of safety information
between a car and a pedestrian [38][26]. However, implementing the DSRC protocol on
2
a phone requires significant modifications to the host system, and specialized
equipment is required to implement it for a vehicle. Some approaches utilize a backend
server via a cellular network to analyze pedestrian safety [28]. Unfortunately, these
approaches incur not only increased message delay, but high cost for exchanging data
on the cellular network.
Recently, WiFi has been actively adopted to implement various transportation
applications such as traffic monitoring [36][39], traffic management [35][32],
localization [11], and pedestrian safety [12][22][16]. An effective pedestrian safety app,
however, must meet the following conditions: (1) Non-intrusiveness: the app must
operate seamlessly on off-the-shelf phones without requiring modifications to the
original hardware and protocol stack; (2) Interactivity: both drivers and pedestrians
must be alerted of hazardous situations for improved safety; (3) Sustainability: the
energy consumption of the app must be minimized for extended operation time; (4)
Independence: the app must run independently without relying on external servers and
specialized hardware; (5) Timeliness: alert messages must be sent to drivers and
pedestrians only when it is needed to minimize driver distraction. Unfortunately, we
found that existing WiFi-based approaches do not meet one or more of the above
conditions.
1.3 Proposed Approach
In this thesis, we present the design, implementation, and evaluation of
WiPedCross, a stand-alone pedestrian safety app that accurately assesses the
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hazardous situations, and provides warning to both drivers and pedestrians in a timely
and energy-efficient manner without requiring modifications to the host mobile system.
The proposed system utilizes the WiFi Direct technology to allow drivers and
pedestrians to exchange safety information, assess the collision probability, and send
alert messages to prevent accidents.The details of the WiFi Direct technology is
presented in Chapter 3. Although the concept itself is quite simple, a number of
technical challenges must be addressed to enable a fully functioning pedestrian safety
app. Positioning of drivers and pedestrians is one of the key components of
WiPedCross. Unfortunately, however, in urban areas with a large number of
skyscrapers where most pedestrian accidents occur, the accuracy of a phone GPS
module is substantially degraded resulting in significant location errors. To address
this problem, a map matching algorithm based on a Hidden Markov Model and human
walking speed is developed to accurately identify a sidewalk segment that the
pedestrian is estimated to be located, which is then used to either eliminate potential
location outliers, or perform projection of erroneous locations into appropriate points
on the sidewalk segment. To save power consumption of a phone, especially
concentrating on the significant energy consumption by the energy-hungry GPS
module, a dynamic approach is developed to activate the GPS module adaptively
depending on the estimated time that the user is expected to be geographically close to
a nearby crosswalk. Another challenge is to ensure that the user is alerted only when
he or she is viewing their phone while walking to prevent unnecessary interruption to
the pedestrian, and minimize driver distraction. Motivated by the observation that
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when users view their phones while walking, they tend to try to minimize the shaking
of the phone to better read the screen, type a message for texting, or watch videos, an
algorithm is developed that accurately detects the user-phone-viewing activity.
Consequently, by integrating all the system components that are designed to
address numerous challenges, the collision probability is estimated to assess the
pedestrian safety level and alert accordingly the user. It should be noted that no apps
provide 100% pedestrian safety because it is impossible to perfectly capture the
pedestrian’s intention, i.e., what the user will do, e.g., continue to walk, look up, stop,
and so on. Under this challenging uncertainty, the proposed framework is introduced
as a state-of-the-art precautionary tool designed based on the strong interplay of
numerous novel system components to significantly reduce pedestrian traffic accidents.
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature review on
related approaches designed for improving pedestrian safety followed by the technical
details of Wi-Fi Direct in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we describe an overview of the
proposed framework followed by the details of each system component. The





Wang et al. developed an app that uses the rear camera of a phone to detect
the dangerous situation, and alert the pedestrian [30]. A machine-learning-based image
processing algorithm was designed to capture approaching cars for pedestrian safety
assessment. This approach, however, raises the privacy issue as it takes photos of cars,
and also suffers from the power consumption problem as the image processing
algorithm consumes a lot of energy.
Specialized equipment was designed for pedestrian safety. Sensors were adhered
to the pedestrians’ shoes to find whether the pedestrian is crossing at a crosswalk by
detecting the slope between the sidewalk and the roadway [19]. An electronic
transponder was attached to the pedestrian’s body to determine if the pedestrian is
visible or not [13]. These specialized equipment, however, prohibits widespread
adoption of the technology.
A cellular network was utilized to allow pedestrians to communicate with cars
(i.e., car-mounted navigation system) via a backend server [28][14] [21]. Using a
cellular network, however, not only incurs high cost but also results in higher message
delay compared with the direct peer to peer communication. Dedicated Short Range
Communication (DSRC) is a wireless communication standard specifically designed for
vehicle to vehicle communication (V2V). Researchers utilized DSRC as a means to
enable vehicle to person (V2P) communication for pedestrian safety [38][26][22].
However, implementing DSRC on a phone requires significant modifications to the host
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system firmware, and extra device support is needed to operate DSRC for vehicles.
WiFi has been actively considered as an appropriate alternative technology to
enable vehicle to pedestrian communication for pedestrian safety [8][12][16][22]. In
particular, WiHonk is quite close to our work [12]. However, it was based on the
modification of the beacon frame of IEEE 802.11 which requires the root privilege that
makes it difficult for common use. Additionally, no consideration was presented on
when to exchange messages with cars, potentially resulting in unnecessary network
bottleneck [25]. WiSafe is another WiFi-based pedestrian safety system that is close to
our work [16]. Our work is different in that the system design involves both the driver
and pedestrian while WiSafe utilizes only one-way communication from a pedestrian to
cars. Compared with existing WiFi-based approaches, the proposed work is distinctive
in that it takes a holistic approach by providing solutions for practical issues on
energy-efficiency, positioning accuracy, context awareness, collision probability






Recently, Wi-Fi Alliance has defined a new technology called Wi-Fi Direct to
enhance the way the devices communicate via Wi-Fi [10]. In a Wi-Fi Direct
technology, the devices must find each other through scanning process and then can
connect to each other forming a group of devices. This is not the first technology to
enable the device to device connectivity. IEEE 802.11 standard already made it
possible through ad hoc network [10]. However, the ad hoc could not flourish in the
market because it neither had optimized power saving technology nor best Quality of
Service (QoS) capabilities. The devices which possess Wi-Fi Direct technology are
referred to as P2P Devices and clusters of connected P2P devices are called P2P
group. Functionally, these P2P groups are similar to old Wi-Fi networks. Typically, in
conventional Wi-Fi networks, the devices connect to each other through Access Points
(APs) as shown in Figure 3.1. However, in case of Wi-Fi Direct, the P2P devices
automatically take the role of either an AP or a client where both roles have a variety
of functionalities. Wi-Fi Direct communication eliminates the need for an AP [20]
where the roles of client and server are specified dynamically through the negotiation.
Each Wi-Fi Direct devices are equipped with the implementation of both the logical
role of the client as well as the role of an AP. There are several scenarios where a single
device has to execute both roles as shown in Figure 3.3 which is referred to as the
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concurrent mode [6]. Figure 3.1 shows the difference between the Wi-Fi and the Wi-Fi
Direct. The left part of the figure shows the possibility of two-way communication
between the P2P GO (Peer to Peer Group Owner) and the P2P Clients directly
without the need for an external AP. However, the right part of the figure shows that
in a conventional Wi-Fi network, the devices must connect through an AP. Hence,
Wi-Fi Direct is more usable and beneficial for peer to peer connection.
Figure 3.1: Wi-Fi Direct vs Wi-Fi.
3.2 Technical overview
3.2.1 Architecture
A Wi-Fi Direct communication is possible only if a P2P group has been formed.
An owner device of a P2P Group called P2P GO must have implemented an AP-like
functionality but not an AP itself and the client devices (rest of the devices in a group)
called P2P clients simply join the group. These P2P groups are similar to a
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conventional Wi-Fi network which can be joined only when the P2P group has been
formed. The legacy clients which are not 802.11b-only devices can also join P2P
groups. The P2P GO is visible to the legacy clients like an Access Point (AP) in a
conventional Wi-Fi network but they cannot use all the functionality that a Wi-Fi
Direct device can support. Wi-Fi Direct supports different architectural deployments
because it can act both as a client as well as an AP as shown in Figure 3.2. The top
part of the figure shows the possibility of forming two P2P groups. In the group 1, a
mobile phone acts as a P2P GO and two laptops act as P2P clients sharing a 3G
internet connection from a tower. The second laptop which is a P2P client for the
group 1 now forms another group that is, group 2. In this case, the second laptop acts
as a P2P GO and printer as a P2P client. The Wi-Fi interface is time shared by the
second laptop to go into the concurrent mode, that is, it acts both as a P2P client as
well as P2P GO which typically alternates between the roles. In the lower part of the
Figure 3.2, a laptop accesses internet through a router and at the same time it also
streams the content to a TV set. In this case, the laptop behaves as a P2P GO forming
a P2P Group. Only a P2P GO is permitted to cross-connect from one group to
external group and this cross-connection is only permitted to a group owner. Network
Address Translation (NAT) must be implemented at the network layer to make this
type of connection possible. Clients cannot transmit messages to each other directly.
The transmission occurs only between the group owner and the clients. Group owners
can also be referred to as hosts. In a P2P group, once a device has been assigned as a
P2P GO, its role cannot be changed to the P2P client or vice-versa. The group will be
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dismissed and the connection will be lost and has to be re-established if a P2P GO
leaves a P2P group.
Figure 3.2: Wi-Fi Direct connection scenarios
3.2.2 Group formation
Several factors affect the way a P2P group can be formed. In some group
formation technique, the role of P2P GO has to be negotiated while in some cases a
group owner is selected autonomously. It also depends on whether some security
information has been shared already in the previous connection or not. While forming
a group, firstly the group owner is either negotiated or selected and then a session is
established using proper credentials. There are three types of group formation methods
which are described briefly as follows:
11
• Standard
In this method, the P2P devices initially find each other and after that consult to
end up a P2P GO. Firstly, a conventional Wi-Fi scan is performed by the Wi-Fi
Direct devices to find the existing P2P groups. After finding the existing P2P
groups, an algorithm is executed to discover the available services. One of the
channels (operating in 2.4 GHz band) out of channels 1, 6 or 11 is selected to
listen by the P2P devices. There are two states, one is searching and another is
listening state. The P2P devices keep on changing these states time and again.
In search state, active scanning of the channel is performed by sending probe
requests in every channel and in the listening state, the P2P devices listen for the
probe requests and respond with the probe response. A P2P device typically
spends between 100ms and 300ms in each state randomly. The amount of time to
spend in each state is dependent on the implementation that either reduces the
service discovery time or enhances the energy savings. Within the service
discovery phase, the P2P devices must have found each other and viewed the list
of available services. After that, a GO Negotiation phase will commence whose
goal is to determine a GO in a group. A three-way handshake which consists of
Request/Response/Confirmation is used to implement the GO Negotiation
phase. In the handshake process, all the P2P devices will send their intent values
to become a P2P GO. The one with the highest value will become a P2P GO. If
two or more devices have a desire to be a P2P GO, they end up sending the same
numerical value of GO intent. This conflict is removed by attaching a special bit
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to the GO Negotiation request, setting it arbitrarily each time a request is sent.
By this time, the P2P devices will have discovered each other, formed a group
and agreed upon the P2P GO. After that, a secure connection is established
using Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) which is denoted as the WPS provisioning
phase. After that, a DHCP is employed to set up the IP configuration which is
shown as ’Address config. phase’ in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Wi-Fi Direct operation.
• Autonomous
This method of group formation is very simple where a device immediately
becomes a P2P GO and starts to beacon on a channel. Rest of the devices can
find the formed group using conventional scanning method. After that, they can
specifically continue with the security and DHCP stages. Here, the discovery
phase is rearranged as compared to the previous strategy by removing the
alternating phases: search and listen phases. Also, there is no need of GO
negotiation phase as the devices anonymously become a P2P GO.
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• Persistent
In this method of group formation, they can announce a group as a persistent by
employing a flag in the Beacon frames. The group contains the information
about the network credentials, the P2P GO and the clients assigned which will
be useful in the future connections within the P2P group. Once the services have
been discovered, if it is found that it has already created such group with the
associated peer in the past, they can quickly re-instantiate the group using a
two-way handshake mechanism. The main advantage of this kind of group
formation is that the devices do not need to go through the GO negotiation
phase. Instead, a two-way handshake procedure is employed. Another advantage
is that theere is reduction in the time spent in WPS provisioning as this
technique allows the re-usability of previously stored information.
3.2.3 Security
Once a group has been formed and GO has been negotiated, WPS provisioning
phase starts. All the Wi-Fi Direct devices implement WPS which supports a secure
connection without user intervention. Either a PIN is used in the client or WPS push
button is used to establish a secure WPS connection. An internal Registrar is
implemented by a P2P GO and Enrollee is implemented by the P2P clients in the
WPS security. WPS operation is composed of two phases. The network credentials
(security keys) are generated and issued to the Enrollee by the Registrar in the first
phase. Based on WPA-2 security, WPS employs the Advanced Encryption Standard
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(AES) as an encryption technology and Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining
Message Authentication Code Protocol (CCMP) as a cipher which is highly secure and
hard to break. For the mutual authentication, it uses arbitrarily obtained Pre-Shared
Key (PSK). In second phase, the Enrollee (P2P client) disconnects and restablishes the
connection using its latest authentication credentials. Due to this reason, the first
phase of WPS provisioning can be skipped and can directly perform the authentication
if two devices are already equipped with the necessary network credentials (like in
persistent group formation).
3.3 Benefits of Wi-Fi Direct
• Wi-Fi Direct devices are secured with Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS)
implementation which supports a secure connection with neglegible user
interference where it uses a PIN or is required to push a button on both devices.
• Wi-Fi Direct devices use power saving techniques such as Notice of Absence
(NOA) protocol and the Opportunistic Power Save (OPS) protocol [10]. In the
OPS method, a P2P GO can minimize power consumption when all the joined
clients are not awake while in the Notice of Absence method, a P2P GO
announces the time interval which is also known as the absence period where the
associated clients are prohibited from using the associated channel.
• Wi-Fi Direct can connect anytime, anywhere easily even with the existing
traditional Wi-Fi devices. The connection process is so simple that it may even
15
replace Bluetooth in some cases. A user can view a list of devices and the
services it has to provide before establishing a connection.
• Unlike conventional Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Direct is able to employ service lookup at the
data link layer before establishing a P2P group. A device may join a group only
if a group offers the services it is interested in. It is a huge progress from a
conventional Wi-Fi network, where the clients are interested in the internet
connectivity.
• There is no need of a wireless router to establish a wireless connection.
• Wi-Fi Direct is much easier to setup as compared to ad-hoc which offers data
transfer rate up to 250 Mbps. File sharing applications in smartphones can make




This chapter presents an overview of the proposed framework, followed by the
details of main components of the framework.
4.1 System Overview
The basic mechanism of WiPedCross is simple: If a pedestrian is walking while
viewing his or her phone, and if the pedestrian is geographically close to a crosswalk,
the probability of collision is calculated by exchanging messages with surrounding
vehicles using WiFi Direct. Based on this safety assessment, the pedestrian, the
driver(s), or both are alerted to avoid collision. In order to prevent driver distraction,
WiPedCross ensures that a number of alert messages are given to the pedestrian first,
and only when those messages are ignored, the driver is alerted. Developing this
seemingly simple system, however, poses a number of challenges.
• Alerting the users timely and accurately depends heavily on the positioning
accuracy. However, it is not trivial to provide accurate localization with a
smartphone especially in urban areas.
• The GPS module of a phone consumes too much power if it is turned on
continuously.
• Detecting the user-phone-viewing event is not straightforward as existing image
processing-based approaches based on face detection are computationally too
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expensive.
• Alert messages should be sent in a timely manner based on accurate collision
assessment to not send unwanted messages to prevent driving interruption.
• WiFi Direct does not support n-to-n communication while there may be multiple
pedestrians who want to send warning messages to surrounding vehicles.
Figure 4.1: System overview.
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Figure 4.2: Component diagram.
The proposed app consists of five modules that are designed to address the
afore-mentioned challenges, namely Location, Energy, Context, Alert, and
Communication modules (Figure 4.1). While the Location module is primarily
responsible for providing location information of the user to other modules, it is also
used to improve the positioning accuracy especially in urban areas. The Energy
module, as shown in Figure 4.1 interacts with the Location module to adaptively
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control the operation of the GPS module to reduce power consumption. The Context
module detects efficiently the user-phone-viewing event to activate the proposed
system only when the user is viewing his/her phone while walking. The Alert module is
the heart of the proposed system that determines when and to which user (driver or
pedestrian) an alert message will be sent based on the collision probability analysis. As
the figure shows, the Alert module relies on the Communication module that
implements reliable wireless communication between a pedestrian and a driver based
on WiFi Direct. The communication module is designed such that n-to-n
communication is enabled for WiFi Direct.
A flowchart (Figure 4.1) better explains the general usage of the proposed
system. It starts with identifying the user type, i.e., whether the user is a driver or a
non-driver by running a driver phone detection algorithm which has been researched
extensively. Numerous works have been proposed for driver phone detection [31]. If the
user type is determined to be a driver, the app opens a network port for WiFi Direct
and waits for incoming messages from pedestrians. More specifically, the ‘autonomous’
mode of WiFi Direct [10] is used to ensure that the pedestrian immediately becomes
the P2P Group Owner and surrounding vehicles scan for network to join the group.
Once a message is received from a pedestrian, the driver phone joins the group created
by the pedestrian and sends necessary information to the pedestrian so that the
pedestrian can assess the safety level by performing the collision probability analysis.
Consequently, the driver receives an alert message depending on the result of the
assessment.
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If it is determined that the user is a pedestrian, the proposed system
continuously checks for the user-phone-viewing event, i.e., the user is walking while
viewing his/her phone. In particular, even if the event is detected, when the user is not
geographically close to a crosswalk, the GPS module is put into an inactive mode to
save power consumption. On the other hand, if the user is close to a crosswalk and is
viewing his or her phone while walking, the pedestrian immediately advertises a
message to surrounding vehicles to create a WiFi Direct P2P group with them. As a
result, the pedestrian is able to collect necessary information from surrounding vehicles
via WiFi Direct. Based on the collected information, the pedestrian phone performs
the collision probability analysis to determine whether or not to send an alert message
to himself/herself, the driver(s), or both.
4.2 Improving Positioning Accuracy
Pedestrian accidents occur frequently in urban areas. The positioning accuracy
of GPS is, however, significantly degraded in urban canyons due to multipath and
non-line-of-sight effects constraining the use of pedestrian safety apps. Using the GPS
module of Samsung Galaxy S6, we collected GPS locations in a metropolitan area,
where skyscrapers are concentrated. Figure 4.3 depicts the measured GPS locations
and the ground truth trajectory (green arrow). It can be easily noted that the location
errors were significant compared with the ground truth trajectory. This section
explains the Location module of WiPedCross that is designed to eliminate location
outliers, so that unwanted warning messages are not sent to pedestrians and drivers.
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Current Position
ALPHA * Sidewalk Width
Figure 4.4: Overview of Location module.
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The Location module aims to effectively identify location outliers and replace
them with estimated user locations. Figure 4.4 shows an overview of the module. The
key idea is to leverage our prior knowledge on the user location, i.e., it is confined
within a specific segment of a sidewalk. More precisely, given an obtained GPS
location, this module identifies the most probable sidewalk segment that would contain
the user location by using a Hidden Markov Model-based map matching algorithm.
Once the sidewalk segment is estimated, an outlier rejection mechanism is applied to
identify location outliers. Such outliers are either removed or replaced with the
projected position on the sidewalk segment depending on the degree of location error.
An algorithm that estimates the current sidewalk segment is described. The
design of this algorithm is motivated by recent map matching algorithms [23][7]. The
proposed algorithm formulates the problem of identifying the most probable sidewalk
segment using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). More specifically, define a set of states
S = {r1, r2, ..., rN} where each state represents a sidewalk segment, where N is the
total number of states. To reduce computational overhead, only the road segments
that are in the proximity of the current user location are considered as the states. Now
based on HMM, the algorithm finds the most probable segment denoted by
ri ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ N given an observation Zt, i.e., a set of latitude/lontitude
measurements in a sliding window at time t.
More formally, a HMM is modeled as λ = (S,Zt, A,B, π). S is the state set,
and Zt is an observation that is represented as a sliding window consisting of GPS
measurements of size ω at time t, i.e., Zt = {z1, ...zω}, where zj is a GPS measurement
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at time j. A is the observation probabilities denoted by P (Zt|ri), 1 ≤ i ≤ N which
define the likelihood that the pedestrian is actually on each segment ri. B is the
transition probabilities P (rj|ri), i 6= j(i, j = 1...N) that represent the likelihood of the
pedestrian moving from one segment ri to another rj. π is the initial state probabilities
which are defined as P (Z1|ri), i = 1, ..., N . In contrast to [23][7], the key idea is to use
a set of prior GPS measurements Zt as an observation motivated by our findings that
using a single GPS location as an observation incurs significant errors in identifying a
sidewalk segment.
Figure 4.5: Illustration of moving distance and geodetic distance.
To determine the most probable state (i.e., a sidewalk segment), we need to
model A, B, and π. More specifically, in modeling A, we leverage the observation that
a measured location zt that is far from the true road segment ri is less likely [23].
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Thus, the probability distribution of the geodetic distance between zt and zt,i denoted
by |zt − zt,i|geo where zt,i is the closest point on ri from zt, is used to represent P (zt|ri).
The geodetic distance |zt − zt,i|geo specifies the GPS positioning error, which can be








where σz is the standard deviation of GPS measurements, which can be obtained
empirically. Now considering a set of GPS measurements in a sliding window, the






Next the transition probabilities B given two observations Zt and Zt+1 are
defined as follows. Note that there is a new GPS point zt+1 ∈ Zt+1 compared with Zt.
Given two GPS points zt and zt+1, let us define the ‘moving distance’ as the distance
between the two points along the shortest sidewalk trajectory. Figure 4.5 shows the
geodetic distance |zt+1 − zt|geo and the moving distance |zt+1 − zt|mov between zt and
zt+1. Newson and Krumm found that a transition between road segments would occur
less likely when the moving distance is close to the geodetic distance [23]. However, we
note that this does not apply appropriately to the pedestrian walking scenario where
the pedestrian moves much shorter distance than a car between two GPS
measurements. Thus, rather than using the two immediately subsequent GPS points to
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calculate the moving distance and the geodetic distance, two points zt and zt+ε with
some interval ε are selected. More specifically, given the two points, the difference
between the moving distance and the geodetic distance is defined as








Here β is a system parameter that a larger value represents more tolerance to
non-direct paths. Consequently, we can define B as the following.
P (rj|ri) ≈ p(δ). (4.4)
We also note that using Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, π = P (Z1|ri) immediately follows.
Once the most probable sidewalk segment is determined, given that segment,
previous GPS measurements, and the maximum brisk walking speed [1], we calculate a
rectangular region (shown as a dotted blue area in Figure 4.4). The width of the region
is defined as ‘α· (max walking speed) · (GPS interval)’, where α is a parameter that
adjusts tolerance to location error, and the height of it is ‘α· (width of sidewalk)’.
Consequently, measured GPS locations that are outside the region are rejected and
replaced by the estimated location, which is defined as the projected location on the
identified sidewalk segment’. Furthermore, if the measured GPS point is far from the
region greater than a threshold, that GPS point is not considered. For our
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experiments, we used α = 2, and the threshold was 15m. The threshold of 15m was
selected to include enough GPS locations for Map Matching algorithm while
maintaining the location accuracy. Selection of lower threshold value results in the
exclusion of significant GPS locations which does not include all the necessary points
resulting in inaccurate location and hence the inaccurate sidewalk segment.
4.3 Improving Energy Efficiency
Samsung Galaxy Nexus
Monsoon Power Monitor
Figure 4.6: Experimental setup for power consumption measurement.
The GPS module of a smartphone is one of the major power consumers.
Keeping the module on continuously will drain the battery very quickly. Experiments
were performed to characterize the power consumption of the GPS module. More
specifically, we used the Monsoon power monitor and Samsung Galaxy Nexus to
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Figure 4.7: Power consumption of GPS module of smartphone.
measure power consumption. The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.7 displays the power consumption of the smartphone GPS module. As
it is shown, when WiPedCross was started, a large amount of power was drawn to
load, process, and display the app on the screen. It was also observed that the periodic
position update of the GPS module used a lot of energy compared with when it was in
the idle mode. These results indicate that if we put the GPS module into the sleep
mode when it is not needed, significant energy savings can be achieved.
To explain the Energy module, a term alert zone must be defined. The alert
zone is a set of GPS points for which the geodetic distance to the nearest crosswalk is
smaller than a certain value, which is a system parameter that can be adjusted based
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on the degree of GPS positioning error. Now the key idea of the Energy module is
simply to put the GPS module adaptively into sleep mode if the user is not located
within an alert zone. More precisely, the Energy module estimates the time for the user
to arrive at the nearest alert zone, i.e., the estimated time is calculated as d
vmax
where
d is the geodetic distance between the current user position and the nearest alert zone,
and vmax is the maximum brisk human walking speed [1]. The GPS module is then put
into sleep mode until this estimated time is expired. This design decision of calculating
the distance to the nearest alert zone is to ensure maximum pedestrian safety as we do
not know which crosswalk the user will use. However, it should be noted that even if
the user does not use the determined crosswalk (e.g., walking away from the
determined crosswalk), as soon as the estimated time is expired, the Energy module
will quickly recalculate the distance to a nearest alert zone and put the GPS module
into sleep mode, thus not much affecting the energy efficiency.
A notable observation is, however, that using the maximum human walking
speed in estimating the user arrival time might cause the GPS module to turn on too
early. The Energy module is thus designed such that the user can use his/her actual
walking speed that is estimated based on the histogram of the actual user walking
speed obtained from the Location module. More specifically, the user can select the
walking speed at different percentile values from the histogram to adjust the balance
between the accuracy of the estimated user arrival time and energy efficiency.
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4.4 Detecting Pedestrian Phone Use
It has been reported that 56% of pedestrian phone use is telephone
communication [4], which can be easily detected by using the proximity sensor of a
smartphone. However, other phone use involving a phone-viewing activity, e.g.,
texting, watching video, or reading email messages, which takes 21% of the pedestrian
phone use is very tricky to capture especially when such activity does not incur user
interactions like tapping on the phone. The Context module is designed to detect the
user phone-viewing event efficiently to avoid sending false alert messages to drivers and
pedestrians. A straightforward method to detect the phone-viewing activity is to
utilize the phone camera to recognize the user face. This approach, however, raises
privacy issues and consumes a lot of energy for running heavy-weighted image
processing algorithms.
The key idea to detect the phone-viewing activity without using the phone
camera is based on the observation that when users view their phones while walking,
they tend to try to minimize the shaking of the phone to better read the screen, type a
message for texting, or watch videos. So the Context module examines the variance of
the acceleration magnitude of the phone to quantify the shaking of the phone and use
it as an indicator to determine whether the user is viewing the phone while walking.
More specifically, given accelerometer data (ax, ay, az) of a phone in x, y, and z
directions, random noise is removed, and we obtain filtered accelerometer data denoted
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Figure 4.8: Sliding window of 10 sec.
We define a sliding window W of size φ that saves a set of acceleration
magnitude values, i.e., W = {m1,m2, ...mφ}. For each sliding window, we calculate






Proof-of-concept experiments were conducted to understand the feasibility of
this approach. Five human subjects walked with and without viewing their phones.
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the results for different sliding window sizes of 10sec and
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Figure 4.9: Sliding window of 20 sec.
20sec, respectively. As it can be noted, the variance of MAD for the phone-viewing
scenario was significantly smaller than when the user is not viewing his or her phone
while walking. The results also indicate that the accuracy of event detection depends
on the window size.
4.5 Alerting the User
Sending an alert message to an appropriate user in a timely manner is crucial to
not disturb the user phone use and to prevent driver distraction. The Alert module is
designed to calculate the collision probability, based on which to determine when and










Figure 4.10: Overview of Alert module.
The Alert module is activated when the user enters an alert zone, and computes
the collision probability to determine when to send an alert message to the pedestrian
and/or the drivers of surrounding vehicles. More specifically, as soon as the position of
the pedestrian is within an alert zone, the pedestrian sends a message via WiFi Direct
to surrounding vehicles to obtain necessary information for calculating the collision
probability. The message consists of tc, tp, vc (Figure 4.10), where tc is the time for the
vehicle to reach the crossing; tp is the time for the pedestrian to reach the crossing, and
vc is the speed of the vehicle. The message sent by the pedestrian contains only tp;
surrounding cars receiving this message then calculate their tc and vc values, add them
to the message, and send it back to the pedestrian. Given the information contained in
the returned message, the pedestrian calculates the collision probability to determine
whether or not to send an alert message, and to whom to send it. These message
exchanges occur continuously (with retransmission if necessary, e.g., due to packet
loss) while the pedestrian is inside an alert zone for computation of an up-to-date
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collision probability to ensure real-time safety.
In particular, tp is calculated differently depending on whether the pedestrian is
walking or running. The Android context API is used to detect the user activity, i.e.,
walking or running, and the pedestrian speed vp is determined accordingly. To ensure
greatest safety, the maximum user walking speed as well as the maximum user running
speed were used [1]. Now given the pedestrian speed vp and the distance between the
pedestrian and the crossing within the alert zone denoted by dp, tp can be calculated as
dp
vp
. Note that tc is calculated similarly by the driver based on the vehicle speed, and
the distance to the crossing ahead obtained from the Location module.
Now if tp  max(tc(i)) for all surrounding vehicles i, which means that all
surrounding vehicles will pass before the pedestrian arrives at the crossing, no alert
message is generated. Note, however, that any vehicle appearing in the range of WiFi
Direct may invalidate this condition as the collision assessment is continuously
performed. On the other hand, if the condition is not true, there is a chance of collision.
We then define the ‘user warning time’ denoted by twarning as min(tc(i))− tp such that
twarning > 0, i.e.,, if there is at least one car i that has not passed the crossing when
the pedestrian arrived at the crossing. Now given the user warning time, the following
conditions must be satisfied to send an alert message to the pedestrian and/or driver:
• The pedestrian is walking/running while viewing the phone.
• The probability of collision is greater than a threshold.
The first condition ensures that if the pedestrian is stopped, or not viewing his
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or her phone, then there is no need to alert him. The second condition indicates that
the probability of collision must be greater than a threshold. Now we calculate the
probability of collision given twarning. The probability of collision is defined as:
P (tdelay + treact + tskid > twarning), (4.7)
where tdelay is the round-trip message delay for a single-hop 802.11 link; treact is the
driver reaction delay; and tskid is the amount of time from the point when the driver
applies brakes until the car completely stops. If the sum of these time components is
greater than twarning, the likelihood of collision is deemed high. In particular, we
disregard the WiFi Direct connection establishment time since the connection has been
already established before the first message is sent from the pedestrian.
The probability of collision is explained in more detail. tdelay is empirically
obtained as the pedestrian continuously exchanges messages with the vehicles. More
specifically, we use the average of measured round-trip message delays as tdelay. In
calculating treact, it is known that the log-normal probability model fits the driver
reaction time well [29]. Thus, treact is defined as follows:







where we select µ = 1.14 and σ = 0.32 [15].
To calculate tskid, we first derive the distance dskid that a vehicle moves before
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where m is the vehicle mass, v is the vehicle speed, and f is the resistance force, which
is given as follows [17].






where ρ is the density of air, A is the cross-sectional area of the vehicle, Cd is the drag
coefficient, vr is the speed of the vehicle relative to the air, and f0 is the other
resistance force, e.g., due to the tire condition, and performance of the braking system.
In our experiments, performed on a sunny day on a good conditioned road with
Volkswagen Passat 2013, we used the parameter: m = 1400kg, µk = 0.8, A = 2.7m
2,
Cd = 0.25, ρ = 1.23kg/m
3 according to [9][24][18]. vr was approximated as the current





Now since tdelay, tskid, and twarning are known, the collision probability can be
written as:
P (treact > twarning − tdelay − tskid). (4.12)
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which can be calculated as treact follows the log-normal distribution specified in Eq. 4.8.
If all the conditions are satisfied, the pedestrian receives a warning message and
is asked to respond to the message. An alert message is sent to the driver only if the
pedestrian ignores the warning message a number of times to minimize driver
distraction. The intuition is that due to the alert message, the user is expected to stop
using his or her phone, and look up for safety. However, if the user keeps using it by
ignoring the alert message N times, an alert message is sent to the driver. This
parameter N can be adjusted to determine the tradeoff between the user safety and
driver distraction. For our experiments, N = 3 was used.
4.6 Communication Engine
WiFi Direct supports only 1-to-1 or 1-to-many communication patterns. For
example, CarA and CarB are connected to the WiFi Direct group owner PedA
(Figure 4.10). However, the problem occurs when there is another pedestrian, say
PedB who wants to send messages to CarA and CarB. But these cars would not
respond to this request since they have formed a group with PedA already. To address
this challenge, the following protocol is proposed.
The key idea is simple. A pedestrian, say PedB, overhears the network for a
very brief period of time before it forms a group with the vehicles. If there is any
pedestrian, say PedA, who has already formed a group with the vehicles, PedB stops
broadcasting messages since it cannot form a group with the vehicles; instead PedB
joins the group formed by PedA as a client. After that, any message exchanges
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between PedB and cars are done via PedA, basically implementing the communication




In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of WiPedCross specifically
focusing on the following questions.
• Does the Location module provide sufficiently high positioning accuracy in both
rural and metropolitan environments?
• Does the Energy module activate the GPS module in a timely manner? What is
the effect of human walking speed?
• Does the Context module accurately detect the user-phone-viewing activity?
What is the optimal system parameter for this module?
• Consequently, putting all modules together, are alert messages sent to the
pedestrian and drivers correctly, reliably, and in a timely manner?
The proposed system was implemented on Samsung Galaxy S6 with 1.5GHz
octa-core processor, and 3GB RAM running on Android 5.0. Since it was challenging
to build a fully controlled environment on real-world roads, we used a spacious
department parking lot as a test site. The dimensions of this test site are shown in








Figure 5.1: A test site for proof-of-concept experiments.













Figure 5.2: CDF of location error.
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Figure 5.3: CDF of location error after applying Location module.
5.1 Positioning Accuracy
GPS locations were measured in both rural and metropolitan areas with
concentrated skyscrapers. Five different walking trajectories were selected in each
environment. Given the ground truth trajectory that is represented as a sequence of
line segments on a sidewalk denoted by `i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the location error for a GPS





where dist(a, b) is the geodetic distance between a GPS point a and a line segment b.
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Figure 5.2 depicts the location errors for the rural and city areas. The mean location
error for the rural area was 0.97m while that for the city area was 12.99m. The error
was significantly higher in the city area which made it challenging to use raw GPS
data for WiPedCross.
We then applied the Location module to reduce the location error especially in
the city area. Figure 5.3 displays that the average location error for the rural and the
city areas was 0.88m, and 3.57m, respectively. A notable result is that the location
error for the city area was significantly decreased by 72%. Although an average error of
3.57m is not completely negligible, this huge error reduction by the Location module
allows us to easily compensate for this error, e.g., by extending the range of an alert
zone.
5.2 Energy Efficiency
The longer the GPS module is put into sleep mode, the more energy can be
saved. On the other hand, it is important to reactivate the GPS module in a timely
manner to ensure that an alert message is sent to the users at the right moment. This
set of experiments thus are performed to confirm that the Energy module
activates/deactivates the GPS module appropriately to achieve the balance between
energy efficiency and timely generation of an alert message. As a performance metric,
we used the geodetic distance between the alert zone and the pedestrian location
measured when the GPS module was reactivated.
To understand the effect of real-world human walking speed on the performance
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of measured walking speed.
















Figure 5.5: Performance of Energy module with varying walking speed.
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of the Energy module, we collected walking speed for a duration of 5mins, from which
we derived a histogram of walking speed (Figure 5.4). And then, based on the
histogram, varying human walking speed was used in estimating the time that the user
arrives at the nearest alert zone. The human subject started walking 30m away from
an alert zone, and we measured the distance between the user location and the alert
zone when the GPS module was reactivated by varying the human walking speed.
Results are depicted in Figure 5.5. The results indicate that the GPS module was
activated nearly on time, i.e., about 1m away from the alert zone when the average
user walking speed (at the 50th percentile) was used, and up to 5m when the user
walking speed was maximum. Although the distance increased for faster walking speed,
considering the location error and to provide utmost safety, we determined to use fast
walking speed for our experiments (i.e., the maximum human brisk walking speed [1]).
5.3 Context Detection
The Context module is used to detect the user-phone-viewing event. To evaluate
the effectiveness of the module, we determined the appropriate size φ of a sliding
window that consists of acceleration magnitude values. We then found the threshold
MAD value denoted by Γ such that the user-phone-viewing and non-viewing events are
effectively differentiated. Consequently, based on φ and Γ, the performance of the
Context module was evaluated.
As the first step, we performed experiments to determine φ. It must be selected
such that it clearly distinguishes between the user-phone-viewing and non-viewing
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events. Let X = {x1, x2, ..., xφ} denote MAD values for the phone-viewing event, and
Y = {y1, y2, ..., yφ} be MAD values for the non-viewing event. A metric ∆ is defined to












Figure 5.6: Effect of window size.
A greater ∆ value indicates clearer distinction between the two events. We
measured ∆ by varying φ. Seven volunteers participated in this set of experiments.
Results are depicted in Figure 5.6. As shown, as φ increased, greater ∆ values were
obtained. These results demonstrate that more acceleration magnitude samples in a
larger sliding window leads to better separation between the two events. We also note,
however, that a larger φ causes delay in initializing a sliding window with acceleration
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Figure 5.7: Detection accuracy of Context module.
magnitude samples. Considering the time to start the app and the time for a human
subject to reach the crosswalk in our experimental setting, we decided that the window
size φ of 25sec was appropriate.
Given the MAD values of the two events that are separated sufficiently by
selecting an appropriate window size φ, the threshold MAD value Γ was determined.
More specifically, we used the average of the mid points between a pair of MAD values











Now based on the threshold Γ and the window size φ, we measured the
accuracy of the Context module for each participant. Seven participants walked for a
duration of 5 mins while performing phone-viewing and non-viewing actions.
Figure 5.7 depicts the results, which demonstrate that varying detection accuracy was
obtained for different participants potentially due to different phone-using styles.
However, the overall average accuracy was sufficiently high as 92%.
5.4 Putting It together
We have verified the effectiveness of each module of WiPedCross, and
determined appropriate system parameters. Now we are ready to incorporate all
modules and conduct experiments and in-depth analysis on the overall reliability, and
efficiency of WiPedCross specifically concentrating on whether alert messages are sent
to pedestrians and drivers correctly, reliably, and in a timely manner.
We obtained time tp when the pedestrian sent an alert message to the driver,
and recorded time tc when the vehicle received the message. The user warning time
|tc − tp| was then calculated that represents the amount of time allowed for the driver
to avoid collision after discovering the pedestrian, i.e., after receiving the alert
message. Figure 5.8 depicts the user warning time with varying vehicle speed. As
shown, the driver is given less than 2 seconds when he was driving at the speed of
20mph. On the other hand, he had a relatively sufficient amount of time of greater
than 10 seconds when he was driving at 5mph.
Considering the measured tdelay and tskid, the collision probability was
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Figure 5.8: User warning time and collision probability.

























Figure 5.9: Driver warning per vehicle speed.
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calculated when the pedestrian sent an alert message to the driver. The results are
shown in Figure 5.8. The results indicate that after subtracting tdelay and tskid from
the user warning time, the driver is left with only less than 1 second to avoid the
accident, resulting in a very high collision probability of nearly 100% when the vehicle
speed was 20mph. On the other hand, WiPedCross determined that the collision
probability for the vehicle speed of 5mph was almost 0% as long as the driver received
the alert message and applied braking.
Figure 5.9 shows the distance from the driver to the crossing when the driver
received the alert message. To calculate the collision probability and to ensure that the
driver received the alert message, we set the threshold for the collision probability to 0,
i.e., the alert message was sent when the pedestrian entered into the alert zone, which
was set to 7m away from the crossing. Note that this threshold was used for
experimental purposes only, and it must be used to adjust the tradeoff between the





We have presented the design, implementation, and a pilot study of
WiPedCross, a pedestrian safety framework based on the WiFi Direct technology that
effectively senses, assesses a risk, and provides a warning to the user in a timely and
energy efficient manner to prevent traffic accidents. All the challenges identified and
addressed one by one. Careful considerations were made to ensure maximum
pedestrian safety by selecting appropriate parameters. For example, the choice of brisk
human walking speed while testing ensures maximum safety for pedestrians walking at
an average speed. Each system components of WiPedCross are tested extensively. The
system components of WiPedCross that address numerous practical challenges related
to improving positioning accuracy, energy efficiency, and risk assessment will be useful
resources for the development of other solutions not only for pedestrian safety but also
for general transportation apps. The main focus of this pilot study was to test the
feasibility, reliability, and the validity of each module of the framework and the
proposed framework. All the tests were performed in the departmental parking lot by
defining the crossing zone, the acceleration zone and the sidewalk. This pilot study
was challenging to perform in the real road situations because of several moving
vehicles. The full implementation of the system was beyond the scope of our thesis.
The prototype Android applications were build to test each module. Our pilot study
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suggests that the system can be fully deployed in the rural areas in the Line-of-Sight
(LOS) conditions. Additionally, our system in this phase does not guarantee ultimate
pedestrian safety because it is very challenging to model the user behavior who is
either driving or walking. Different users have different behavior while walking or
driving. Some might slow down their speed at the crossings while other might just
move on with the same speed. Some pedestrians walk straight while other might walk
in a zigzag way. However, it helps the pedestrian safety app developers to include all
the necessary modules and choose the value of system parameters as per their need.
All the transportation-related app makes use of GPS to locate the user. The Energy
module suggests the developers to put the GPS in sleep mode when it is not in use.
Any general purpose app developers can make use of any of the modules and integrate
into their app. For example, one may build an app that utilizes context detection for
apps which needs to be turned off when a user is not viewing. The benefit of this pilot
study is that the developers do not need to perform the proof of concept experiments
again when building their apps. Our study provides all the necessary evaluation of
each module and the overall system.
6.2 Future works
As a future work, the effect of driver compliance rates will be analyzed, and
experiments involving a large number of vehicles and pedestrians will be performed to
evaluate the potential impact of network congestion. The experiments were performed
in the Line-of-sight(LOS) condition where there are no obstructions between the
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drivers and the pedestrians. In the future, experiments will be performed in the
Non-line-of-sight(NLOS) condition where large buildings near the crossing zone are
present, obstructing the signals between drivers and the pedestrians. The accuracy of
GPS decreases as far as the urban areas are concerned. Further research will be done
to improve the GPS accuracy. Extensive experiments will be performed in urban areas
and the behavior of both the pedestrians and the drivers at the crossing zone will be
modeled and integrated within our framework to increase the accuracy of the collision
probability. Experiments were performed module by module assuming other helper
modules were present while testing a module. Experiments will be performed by
integrating all the modules together, building a complete app.
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